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OSFC LOCAL GOVERNING BODY 
 
Minutes of the virtual meeting held on 29 September 2020 

 
Present: 
 

R Inman, Trustee & LGB Chair 
S Daley, Trustee  
N Savvas, Principal/CEO 
J Harlock, Parent Governor  
R Macmillan, Governor 

K Hinton, Governor 
K Sida-Nicholls, Governor 
L Chapman, Governor (part) 
V Wood, Governor 
C Flintoff, Governor 

 A Dee, Staff Governor  
   
In Attendance: R Bamford, Assistant Principal 

J Robson, Assistant Principal 
G Chittock Nash, Vice Principal 
S Graham, Group Human Resources Director 
R Stevenson, Group Operations Director 
F Vickerstaff,  
T Elkin, Clerk  

  
Apologies: N Burgoyne, Governor 

 
RInman and SDaley have been appointed as Interim Chair and Vice Chair by the Trust Board. 
RInman and SDaley introduced themselves. Both outlined their backgrounds and experience. 
 
RInman noted that the membership of the Local Governing Body (LGB) has changed and 
the suspension of the LGB has now been lifted. Trustees have undertaken interviews and 
discussions with existing and new governors and thanked all former governors for their 
support. “There has been recruitment of excellent new governors”. 

    Action 
9 Membership   
 New members of the LGB were invited to introduce themselves and summarise their 

background and current roles. It was noted that LChapman would join the meeting later. 
Apologies were submitted by NBurgoyne and were accepted. 
 
NSavvas introduced himself as the Interim Principal and Trust Chief Executive Officer. 

RInman welcomed the range of experience amongst the new governors. 

  

    
 Note that the order of the agenda was changed at this point.   
    
1 Declaration of Interests    
 There were no interests declared   
    
2 Appointment of Chair and Vice Chair   
 It was noted that the Chair and Vice Chair has been appointed by the Trust Board.   
    
3 Apologies for absence   
 Apologies were submitted by NBurgoyne and were accepted.   
    
4 SAT Trustee Update    
 RInman provided a summary of the recent history of the LGB and noted that NSavvas 

has been appointed as the Interim Principal. There will be a governance review over the 
next six months by the Trust, “Governance is continually evolving”. 
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    Action 
    
5 Minutes from meetings held on 11 and 16 June 2020   
 The minutes of the meeting (minute book pages B938-B955) were reviewed 

and confirmed as a true record of the meeting for signature by the Chair. 
  
SDaley provided a summary of the recent meetings: discussion of centre assessed grades 
and potential exam results. There are really good outcomes from both Sixth Form 
Colleges. 

  

    
6 Matters Arising from meeting on 16 June 2020   
 The matters arising from the meeting were summarised in the report (minute book 

page B955) and all actions reported had either been resolved or where 
appropriate, an update had been provided on progress elsewhere on the agenda.   
 
RInman noted the matters arising and the actions completed. 

  

    
7 Terms of Reference and Scheme of Delegation   
 The Trust Board has produced a new Scheme of Delegation, circulated to governors and 

the LGB received new Terms of Reference – still to be adopted by the Trust Board. 
 
RInman explained the role and function of the new LGB. RInman noted the responsibilities 
of governors as noted in the Scheme of Delegation. Their core purpose is to hold to 
account the quality of the curriculum. 
 
The new Scheme of Delegation is more simplified and focussed. 

  

    
8 LGB KPI Schedule   
 It was noted that KPI’s are therefore partly out of date and in particular the LGB will no 

longer focus on staffing issues. The KPIs will therefore be revised in due course but we 
will use the relevant elements of the current set as a practical scheme of work for the LGB 
and RInman will check these off at each meeting.  

  

    
10 Update on Reopening   
 10.1.  Covid-19 and Risk Assessments   
 RStevenson summarised his report. The Trust is now at the ‘track and trace’ stage and 

ensures that everyone is informed. A second Covid-19 case has just been declared. 
 
There is a new interim Health & Safety manager for the Trust, helping RStevenson 
develop new systems. Will start to focus on outbreak mitigation and containment.  Need 
to determine how to function when students and pockets are being isolated. 
 
JRobson presented his paper about how the college has re-opened. Its important that all 
students are brought on site as quickly as possible.  

  

    
 10.2.  Teaching and Learning   
 It was agreed that this has been addressed.   
    
 10.3.  Student Experience   
 GChittockNash introduced herself to the LGB and presented a summary of the Student 

Experience report. 
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    Action 
2,204 students have been enrolled, this is above target and all enrolment have taken 
place online. Student welfare has focussed on their needs. There have also been one to 
one referral meetings. 
 
A dashboard system has been established, identifying groups that have to be monitored 
closely. A Health check survey has been shared with students, looking at a possible 100% 
return. 
 
There have been 139 course changes so that students are now on courses that they are 
happier with. All student events have been delivered online. 
 
The college has obtained funding from the DfE for the 16-19 year learning cohort. There 
is approx. £90k for SEMH/LSA support. LSA’s are required to provide academic and well-
being support. 2 progress tutors will also work with small groups. 

    
 Work on county lines has been temporarily postponed and the college is creating a culture 

of excellence for safeguarding 
 
RInman noted his appreciation for what staff have done in dealing with this crisis. There 
has been a detailed effort to respond to the crisis in addition to the usual academic 
delivery. Thanks were expressed on behalf of Trustees and LGB. 
 
SDaley noted, “I’m awed and impressed by the amount of work, it’s been brilliant, the 
detail in plans is amazing” There will be people who are vulnerable, what’s happening 
with them in the college, how are they being managed? GChittockNash advised that some 
staff are classified as ‘vulnerable’, but most are back on site via phased returns. Some 
students are medically vulnerable but there are not many that have chosen to stay off site. 
GChittockNash provided an example of support for one particular anxious student. 

  

    
 KSida-Nicholls thanked colleagues for their detailed reports, have staff have any specific 

input or training about how to deliver online teaching? JRobson confirmed that there is 
relatively little online delivery taking place. Some colleagues can deliver remotely and are 
using live lesson facilities. There has been a great deal of training over the period of 
lockdown. “Staff have been phenomenal”. The college has recruited more students than 
ever before, “We need to continue the momentum”. 

  

    
 RMacmillan thanked colleagues for the support for her son. There has been a transport 

issue, some students have not been able to get the ‘One bus’ as its been too crowded. 
JRobson advised that within a 24-hour period there was a challenge and the college 
obtained a relief bus to support, to bring students into school. Students were provided 
with an M-ticket to enable them to access any bus. 

  

    
 CFlintoff questioned the curriculum delivery, I presume you have some subjects more 

effective than others, is this an issue for you and has the curriculum had to change – what 
is the students’ satisfaction in relation to this, do they feel that they are not getting value? 
JRobson advised that in the blended learning model, there were some subjects that could 
be delivered in a blended way. Some subjects have been delivered on site fully. In music, 
staff have worked with smaller groups. 

  

    
 VWood, thanked colleagues for the support for her son in his final year and during 

lockdown, is there a need for concurrent teaching, does technology allow for this? 
JRobson stated, “I believe that TEAMS allows us to do this”. 
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    Action 
 RInman asked, is there a danger of over promising or is the college obliged to deliver a 

remote element permanently? JRobson advised that colleagues are all looking at the 
positive opportunities this may offer, “We will not replace face to face with a 100% remote 
model, we need to harness positive aspects”. 
 
NSavvas added that this is part of larger discussions as a strategic body: what is 
education about and what are we delivering it for and what outcomes are we looking for. 
We are looking forward as we are experimenting with various levels of delivery to start 
having pedological discussions on delivery models. RInman asked, can we expect a more 
strategic response in reports relating to this in the future? 
 
GChittockNash sent a survey to students re: providing right IT. There has been a 99% 
return, so the things that have been put into place are based on excellent data. 

  

    
11 2019/20 Self-Assessment Report Update                                                                                                                                                 
 RBamford introduced his report. Will look to validate the SAR mid-November and outlined 

timeline for the year. 
  

    
12 QIP 2019/20 final   
 RBamford outlined a brief update on the Quality Improvement Plan that was circulated to 

governors prior to the meeting. Identified actions for the forthcoming year and changes in 
colleagues that are responsible. 
 
SDaley noted that colleagues cannot achieve all actions in the current situation and 
assume that the one that go into the next QIP will be carried through. RBamford 
confirmed, yes, Covid-19 has provided challenges. SDaley noted that one of the things 
being carried over was the ICT strategy but now re-assured that this is being done all the 
time, this will be a change rather than a deferment. RBerry noted “We want to have a 
common platform across the Trust, we need to establish this and am working on this with 
RStevenson. 
 
RInman advised that governors need to be focused on the LGB tasks. 

  

    
13 Qualification Outcomes – Summer Results   
 RBamford outlined the process of putting together centre assessed grades. They were 

fair and compliant to Ofqual guidelines. They are broadly in line with the outcomes of the 
last 3 years but also need to show improvement. “It has been a turbulent time”. 
 
The majority of qualifications were submitted centre assessed grades and estimated 
grades were submitted for practical courses. Level 4 Art students completed their course 
and a lot of work went into supporting these students a normal way of working. The Motor 
vehicle course had significant adaptations. RBamford explained how these students were 
able to complete their course. 
VWood thanked RBamford, releasing centre assed grades was very important “I know it’s 
a lot of work by staff and its acknowledged”. 
 
RInman highlighted, that going forward and anticipating 2020-2021 some colleges are 
setting internal mock exams to provide objective data in case they are called upon to do 
CAGS again. Has the college considered this? RBamford confirmed that it was the whole 
team that responded to the proposal, have exams planned for students. 
 
RInman thanked colleagues for the well moderated results. 

  

    
14 Student Exclusion Report   
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    Action 
 GChittockNash offered to circulate the report with the minutes. There have been no 

exclusions, only 5 temporary suspensions over last academic year. GChittockNash 
provided a summary of written and verbal warnings. RInman questioned, how does this 
compare with previous years? GChittockNash advised that it seems to be consistent but 
there may be a shift in this next year. RInman agreed that this should be monitored.  

 GChittock 
Nash 

    
15 Admissions: Applications Decisions Update Report   
 FVickerstaff presented a summary of admissions.  Enrolled 2,204 students, this is an 

additional 282 students on last year. RInman highlighted that this is a reflection of the 
enduring attractiveness of the college. 

  

    
16 Workforce Update   
 SGraham introduced himself and provided an update relating to curriculum and quality. 

Trying to benchmark is “almost impossible” as figures are affected by Covid-19. 
Recruitment patterns around support staff have also changed there are many candidates 
for vacancies. 
  
The HR team at One Sixth Form College has been very active in ensuring that staff are 
not concerned about returning. There has been an enormous amount of work and 
individual risk assessments have been done.  
 
RInman noted the permanent shift to more possible remote provision, will we get any re-
negotiations of contracts? Has this been raised by Unions? SGraham confirmed that there 
are sessions reflecting GDPR but we are on top of this. Unions are relatively comfortable, 
there has been positive feedback from the Union rep, recently feedback from staff has 
been very, very positive.  

  

    
17 Any other business   
 RInman advised governors that Suzannah Gales has created a LGB group on the One 

Drive. Will explore the storage of documents for the LGB. 
  
RInman requested that the Skills Assessment questionnaire and the annual Register of 
Business Interest forms are returned. 

  
 
 
All 

    
 Dates of 2020/21 meetings: 

• Tuesday 17 November 2020 at 4.30pm 
• Tuesday 16 March 2021 at 4.30pm 
• Tuesday 15 June 2021 at 4.30pm 

  

    
 The meeting was closed at 6.11pm   

 


